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Dear Parents/ Carers,
Well, we have all survived a half term of Home Learning and lockdown – well done to you all, the
work that continues to come through on emails is amazing, keep looking on the website for pictures
of some of the fantastic activities that have been going on around the village.
The rainbow fence is slowly growing but it would be lovely to see the different
coloured sections full with colour – let us see if by the end of half term it can be
totally covered.
HALF TERM
Next week is half term so there will be no Home Learning plans on the website, you have all worked
hard so take the time to relax and re-charge hopefully in the sunshine.
The topic for the Summer 2nd half term is Egyptians, ideas and Home Learning
will be on the website on Monday 1st June.

REMINDERS
Report slips – We hope you all found the reports informative, if you have yet to return the report slip
please could you do so as soon as possible, either writing your comments via email or post the return
slip into the red box if you are passing during your daily exercise. This is our record that you have
received the report – thank you.
Contact – As a staff we are very concerned about the welfare of all our families and we would be
grateful if you could respond to the texts sent so that we know that you are all safe and well. There
are some families that we are struggling to contact and we would like to know you are safe and well.
Thank you to those families who respond and contact us on a regular basis with updates and work.
As many of you know schools are potentially re-opening to certain year groups (Reception, Year 1,
Year 6 and pupils of Critical Care workers) on Monday 1st June. Following guidelines, the school will
be ready to accept pupils from those years from Tuesday 2 nd June. Initially we will be opening for
reduced hours on certain days and I have been in contact with those Parents/Carers who have
requested a place for their child/ren. If have declined a place (currently this will have no effect on
attendance figures and no fines will be imposed) and if at any point in the future you change your
mind please do not hesitate to contact me. School will look very different and teaching will be very
different prior to schools closing on the 20th March but please be assured that all Government
guidelines have been followed and an extensive Risk Assessment has been undertaken and
measures put into place to ensure the safety and well-being of both pupils and staff.
All that remains is for me to wish you a very happy half term and thank you for your continued support
to the school and remember my door is always open – even if only via email or telephone now.
Take care and stay safe

Headteacher

